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The made changes concern the following features:  

Functional improvements 

- Add Dashboard menu 

- Add customer report 

- Performed mission: The details window for a location is displayed in a larger 

format on the page for a better view of the photos 

- Mission: Icons repositioned for better visibility 

- Performed mission: 'Replace expected code with read code' button 

- Viewing a mission: List of executions and acquisition details on the mission page 

- Ability to download scan errors only 

- Added confirmation messages for creation and modification + modal to confirm 

deletion    

- Reset password, login, maintenance and forgotten password pages displayed 

according to browser language 

Corrective actions 

- Scanner acquisition: if this is set to 'not mandatory', automatic validation of 

NO_SCANs is ticked off and disabled 

- List of missions: Tooltip on the name 

- Error message modified when requesting password reset without having a 

confirmed account  

- Entire Cloud: 'task' replaced by 'mission 

- Link added to home page 

- Creation of faces: changing the number of levels could lead to a configuration 

error  

- Editing faces: the icon for deleting levels was still displayed  

- Viewing faces: the tooltip text for location names returned to the line with a 

space, and deleted spaces when there was more than one  



- Other minor corrective actions carried out 

Functional improvements 

Add Dashboard menu 

When this page is displayed, the graphs appear empty. As soon as you select a date and 

validate the form, each graph will be filled in automatically. 

 

More details:  

Selection :   

A period is required and the choice of at least 1 warehouse.  

It is possible to delete selections. 

- Period :   

Date or period to be typed in or chosen from the calendar. The minimum date is: 

1/1/2022. Maximum date: same day.  

- Show customer report:  

Checking this option displays the percentage of 'pallet' locations visited for an entire 

depot. This page groups together the graphics of the depot, the zones and the faces it 

contains.  

- Warehouses :   

Up to 10 depots can be selected. 



Selecting 1 will dynamically display the zones and activated faces it contains in two new 

drop-down menus. 

- Zones:   

It is possible to select several zones (10 maximum), or a group of 10 to display them 

quickly. If a group is selected, all the zones are greyed out. 

Selecting 1 zone dynamically displays the activated faces it contains. 

- Faces : 

It is possible to select several faces (10 maximum), or a group of 10 to display them 

quickly. If a group is selected, all the faces are greyed out. 

By clicking on 'Validate', the graphs are filled in and the 'Download PDF' button appears 

if there is data.  

Charts:   

A Percentages / Numbers slider appears once the form has been submitted, allowing 

you to display the graphs with the 2 data formats. 

By default, the chart titles are in percentages. They are dynamic according to the 

'Percentages / Numbers' choice.  

An explanatory tooltip, also dynamic depending on the choice, is located next to the 

title of each graph..  

Download PDF button :   

Allows you to download the 6 graphs displayed in PDF format, as well as the selected 

period and the linear graph of sums.  

It is only displayed once the selection has been validated and if there is data.  

If the whole selection has no data, it is not displayed.  

Add customer report  

Selecting a date and validating the form displays, for the selected date range, the 

percentage of 'pallet' locations visited for the chosen depot, as well as each activated 

zone and face of this depot.. 



  

More details: 

Selection :   

A period is required and the choice of a warehouse.  

It is possible to delete selections. 

- Period:   

Date or period to be typed in or chosen from the calendar. The minimum date is 

1/1/2022. Maximum date: same day.  

- Warehouse:   

You can select a warehouse. 

Graphs :  

Several graphs will be displayed, representing the progress of the inventory for :  

- The selected warehouse 

- Each zone containing activated faces 

- Below the graph for each zone, the graphs for all activated faces  

If a zone contains no activated faces, this box is displayed: 

 

PDF:  

- Page 1:  



The first page contains a summary of various data:   

- Selected period  

- PDF export date  

- The user who generated the report  

- The company  

- The selected depot  

- The list of faces inspected in this depot  

- A summary of the executions containing :  

The number and percentage of 'pallet' locations inventoried, an estimate of the number 

of 'pallet' locations inventoried at this rate, the number of inventories per 'pallet' 

location per year at this rate.  

The graph for the selected depot is also displayed.   

- Other pages :  

One page per zone:  

• If there is only one graph of faces, it appears in the middle.  

• Otherwise, a maximum of 6 face charts per page. If there are more than 6 

face graphics (i.e. more than 60 faces in the zone), a new page is created 

for these graphics only.  

If there are one or more zones that do not contain activated faces, a sentence 

containing the list of these zones is displayed on the first page. 

Performed mission: The details window for a location is displayed in a 

larger format on the page for a better view of the photos 

The modal that was displayed when you clicked on a location in a completed mission did 

not take up the full size of the screen. It has been enlarged to 98% of the width of the 

window for maximum visibility of the photos. 

 



Mission: Icons repositioned for better visibility 

The photo and scan icons were not necessarily aligned, and on small locations they even 

overlapped.  

This has been corrected: the scan and red cross icons are now aligned with the photo 

icon (vertically or horizontally depending on the height of the location). If there is no 

scan, the photo icon appears in the middle.  

The ratio has also been changed in the mission menu only: this allows the preview of the 

face to be seen slightly larger. 

Performed mission: 'Replace expected code with read code' button 

A button has been added to replace the value read by the expected value and save 

the modification. When the change is saved, a message appears: 

  

For new executions from this release, the original value scanned by the drone has 

been added. This value cannot be modified. 



  

Viewing a mission: List of executions and acquisition details on the 

mission page 

The pages for selecting a mission execution and viewing acquisitions have been 

integrated into the mission view page.  

This page now contains :  

- ‘List of mission executions’ table, which lets you select the execution to be 

displayed  

- 'Scans' and 'Points of interest' tables, which list the acquisitions retrieved by the 

drone  

- ‘Locations scanned by the mission with expected values’ table, which lists the 

locations to be scanned by the mission that contain expected values  



 

 

A new menu has been added to the CSV reports of executed missions: "Report 

configurations", which lets you manage all the configurations of execution reports. 



  

In the left-hand Preferences menu,  it is possible to choose the report configuration by 

default: 

  

For a given mission, you can :  

- Choose an existing configuration (those available are those that are 

compatible with the mission. Compatibility depends on the split acquisition),   

- Inherit the configuration chosen for the warehouse  

- Apply a configuration to the mission and, depending on the user's rights, 

save it to make it available to all depots. 



  

Ability to download scan errors only 

It is now possible to choose to download only the errors of a mission that has been 

carried out. (An error is a NO_SCAN or a value read that is different from the 

expected value).  

This change has been integrated into the mission report configurations. 

Added confirmation messages for creation and modification + modal 

to confirm deletion    

Confirmation messages for creation, modification and deletion have been added, as 

well as modals requesting confirmation of deletion (which were already in place in some 

cases): 

When creating :  

When modifying:  

  

When deleting: 

  



 

Reset password, login, maintenance and forgotten password pages 

displayed according to browser language 

The login, forgot password, reset password and maintenance pages could appear in 

French. This has been corrected using the browser's language detection: if it is in French, 

the pages mentioned will be displayed in French, for all other languages they will be 

displayed in English.  

Corrective actions 

Scanner acquisition: if this is set to 'not mandatory', automatic 

validation of NO_SCANs is ticked off and disabled  

Creating a non-mandatory scanner acquisition with auto validation of codes not found 

set to 'Yes' could lead to an error; this has been corrected.  

If a scanner acquisition is configured as 'non-mandatory', then auto validation of 

barcodes not found changes to 'No' by default and can no longer be modified. 

 



List of missions: Tooltip on the name 

In the list of missions, mission names without spaces were cut off and it was not possible 

to see the full name unless you clicked on it. This has been corrected with the addition of 

a tooltip. 

 

 

Error message modified when requesting password reset without 

having a confirmed account 

Until now, the error message displayed was: 'Your password cannot be reset'. It is now 

more detailed. 

Entire Cloud: 'task' replaced by ‘mission’ 

 

In English, the word ‘task’ has been replaced by ‘mission’ in the Cloud. 
 

Link added to home page 

On the home page, the 4 'maps' were not interactive. Links have been added, 

redirecting users to the list of depots. 

  



Creation of faces: changing the number of levels could lead to a 

configuration error configuration  

By reducing the number of levels when creating a face, the modification was not always 

taken into account. This has now been corrected. 

Editing faces: the icon for deleting levels was still displayed  

The level deletion icon was still displayed even when changing menus. This has now 

been corrected. 

 

  
  

Viewing faces: the tooltip text for location names returned to the line 

with a space, and deleted spaces when there was more than one  

The names of the face locations are now displayed on a single line: 

Spaces are now displayed:  

 


